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12 NEW POLITICAL PARTIES 

REGISTERED 

35 TAKE APPLICATION FORMS 

Within four days of the passage into law of the legislation 
governing Tanzania's new Multi-party system on July 1 1992, 
some 36 sets of application forms to be registered as 
political parties had been applied for. 

On July 28th the first six parties were registered: 

NATIONAL LEAGUE FOR DEMOCRACY (NLD) Interim leader - Emmanuel 
Makaidi 

CHAMA CHA DEMOKRASIA NA MAENDELEO (CHADEMA) former Finance 
Minister Edwin Mtei and former Junior Minister Edward Barongo. 

UNION FOR MULTI-PARTY DEMOCRACY (UMD) Chief Abdullah Fundikira 
and Christopher Kasanga Tumbo 

PRAGMATIC DEMOCRATIC ALLIANCE (PDA) Nicholas Munuo Ng' uni 

CONVENTION FOR CONSTRUCTION AND REFORM (NCCR-NATIONAL 
Mageuzi) 
Bagenda. 

Dar es Salaam lawyer Mabere Marando and Prince 

LIBERAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY (LDP) Hillary Mapunda 

Radio Tanzania announced the names of 
parties as we were going to press; details 

SEPT - Leader said to be Mahenda 
TDP - Magesa 
CHAMATA - Semi ono 
CCD - Kaoneka 
TPP - Dr Chemponda 
UPDP - Dadi (Headquarters in Zanzibar) 

six more registered 
are not available: 

In introducing before Parliament the Bill for the Eighth 
Constitutional Amendment in Dodoma on April 30 1992, Prime 
Minister and First Vice-President John Malecela, stated that 
the Government would be presenting a series of Bills in the 
future to implement several of the recommendations of the 
Nyalali Presidential Commission (Bulletin No 42) but it did 
not accept all of them. The Commission had proposed, for 
example, a new form of federation with separate governments 
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for the Federation, the mainland and Zanzibar. The Government did not 
accept this proposal because, al though there were problems between the 
present Union Government and Zanzibar (in the areas of citizenship, 
exchange control, division of customs revenue, and the financing of the 
Union) the solution did not lie in setting up a Federation which would 
weaken the solidarit y of the nat ion. The present canet it ut ional set up 
would continue for the time being. 

POLITICAL GATHERINGS - LEGAL AND ILLEGAL 

Addressing thousands of 
on August 7th the Chairman 
local industry and cut down the importat 
be obtained from thin the 

rst 
months. The Government 

PDA Interim 
s present 

up at Mnazi Mmoj grounds 
Mt ei, promi sed to promot e 

materials which 

Meanwhile the Chairman of Dodoma branch of 
Democratic Party, Rev. Christopher 1ki1a and nine others, 
arrested for holding an illegal meeting. 

The constitutional debate has already brought to the fore a number of 
other significant issues (in addition to the perennial debate about the 
poeition of Zanzibar in the Union): 

INDIGENISATION OR 'ECONOMIC MAGEUZI' 

the Bureau de Change" asked Member of Parliament for 
erview in the Dar es Salaam Express. "The black people 

of Tanzania are not handling them because they don't the money t 
establish such activities." But, as an Asian businessman, quoted in the 
same paper said I may be of Asian origin, but as fElr as I'm concerned I 
e Tanzanian." So has begun what is being called the debate on 
Indigenisation or 'Economic Mageuzi', SOllle political parties are beginning 
to raise the issue. 

THE RELIGIOUS TlMEBOMB 

The Business Times, in 
Jumanne Wagao, the Economic 

of the Ujamaa 
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THE NEW CO-OPERATIVE 

SOCIETIES ACT 

I n each of the 1 ast f our decades, a new Law has been passed to 
govern Co-operatives in Tanzania. In 1968, in response to problems caused 
primarily by too rapid growth, the 1932 legislation was replaced by an Act 
which greatly strengthened the power of the government to intervene in Co
operative affairs. In 1975, the mould-breaking Villages and Ujamaa 
Villages Act made each village into a single corporation responsible both 
for the administrative functions of local government and the commercial 
functions hitherto carried out by Co-operatives. Everybody in the village 
was automatically a member. The ,-ural Primary Co-operatives ceased to 
exist and, shortly afterwards, the District and Regional Co-operative 
Unions were also abolished. The 1982 Act, which was discussed in the 
January 1986 Bullet of Tanzanian Affairs, brought Tanzania more than 
hal back to Co-operative orthodoxy. Now the 1991 Co-oper'atlve 
Societies Act has completed the process. 

Whether the 1991 Act represents final recantation of valuable 
Socialist principles or he welcome return of the Prod!.gal Son to the Co-
operative it is an outstandingl well-written piece of legislation. 
In its' way, is as radical as the Act. Many third world countries 
talk about the need for Butonomy to Co-
operat 1 ves. Tanzania. has a Law. Many of the 
good features of the 982 Act are the 1991 Act. However, it J.5 
the changes ch of 

At the root of 1991 defini.tion, "A Co-
operati Societ is an associati of persons who have VOLUNTARILY joined 
together. omlssion of the underlined word in the 1982 definition 
was meant to preserve the 1975 idea elleryone in the Village was 
Butomati.cally a member. The 1991 Act not only restates the time-honoured 
Co-operat ve Principle of voluntary membership. Its' details are also 
consistent th all the Six Principles suppported by the International Co
operat ve Alliance. 

The 1982 statement that Co-operatives act in 8ccordsnce with a 
'Socialist outlook" is So is the rule that all Co-operat ve activity 
in a vill the umbrella of one multi-purpose Co-operative 
find of a ive Development Commit ee. There is practical support 
for small enterprise since groups with specialized skills are allowed 
to register wit as few as four members. 

Whereas the 1982 Act required the Registrar to "exercise control" 
over Co-operative Societies, the new requirement is to "promote, inspect 
and advise", and there is a new emphasis on the duty of providing 
educational support. Although the Audit Commission is preserved, Societies 
now have the option of choosing any competent and registered auditor 
appointed by the general meeting and approved by the Registrar". 

No longer can the Registrar or'der Societies to amalgamate or to 
divide or to join a federEll body. In all such matters, the Registrar has Cl 

duty to advise and, in one case, there is the sanction that members can 
become personally liable for debts caused by not following the Registrar's 
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advice, 
Only Societies which are receiving financial assistance from the 

Government can be forced to accept government nominees on their board 
andthe power to direct Co-operatives to sack an incompetent or dishonest 
manager is shifted from the Registrar to an Apex Co-operative, 

The word Co-operat i ve" has e different meaning from before, 
No longer does the DICTATE e three-tier federal structure with one 

Now a four-tier structure is suggested subject to the consent of 
members. The proposal is for 11 single national federation with 

sed oral apexes in membership, All reflections of the National Apex as a 
party organ parallel with youth wing and the women's organisation (UWT) are 
gone. 

The 1982 ALLOWED the Registrar gradually to certain 
duties to the APEX ORGANISATION as soon as the Apex was to be 

The 1991 Act DIRECTS the Registrar to delegate to "THE 
MUTUAL AGREEMENT", The direct would have more force f 

it WtlS accolllpenied by a time limit but the of the judgement of 
competence seems important. may represent of a recipe 
for paternalism, Few paternalists abandon power if they have 
been to wait till their proteges are competent, 

pronouns in the new are still 
in references to ions 

small push in right direction. Too 
the fact the women who do most of 

of househol ds", 

permit s members to i ves and 
additional Co-operative ion. us that he 

educators put before the members associated with Socialism and Ujamaa 
as well as those assodated with Free Market and Compet ion, Unless 
people are encouraged to look at ideas from both sources, the chances hat 

from 
older 

1 create Co-operatives meet their needs will be unnecessarily 

Act as 
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Rubondo Island National Park is 8 unique place, situated in the 
South-West waters of Lake Victoria; it is exceptionally beautiful, far 
flung from the madding crowd and last, but definitely not least, cheap, 
since this park where hiring a four-wheel drive vehicle 1s not an 
obl i Therefore, between the 19th and 24th September 1991, five of 
us volunteers with VSO) took break here on this island, I am 
certain none of us will ever forget this trip end that none of the 
will ever deny that much of the memorabilia we have stored in our minds are 
the events of one single day, 

begin in the early morning at the Rangers Headquarters camp 
where we were We hired a boat and bought fift 11 tres of 
petrol because, we were 0 the southern end of island to 
look for Rhino and Elephant, ly late, and headed south, 

the Island of Birds, the les, over the deepest 
of Lake Victoria, "nd ski ed a series of formidable rock 

streight into the deep water, reached our first port 
of caU, a smal outpost het were already fami ar th, 
having spent our the island here, This is wher-e things 

began 0 foolishly the take 
(and our petrol) appasi e side of the island to some 

es. Meantime, we brewed up some tea and had", simple breakfast, 
Eventual y, the boet came back and we to leave, 

I 0 the campfire I threw" pinch magic powder that I had 
bought from my local medicine man (he sold' dawa' in the market place) for' 
drawing the animals to us, imploring \'!hoever was listening, in my best 
Kiswahili, 0 "Bring us Elephant and Rhino", had not quite gone when I 
was cal over 0 tIe side for an discussion with one of the 
Rangers, Reluctant I disappeared a big tree th the man in order 
to Usten to his problem, when, without further Bnd to my immense 
consternation, he to silently unbuckle his trousers and undo 1',16 fly, 
My mind began 0 with the possibilities, He silent carried on until 
his lower midrif was totall naked, ,md then, wedding ackle in hand, he 
began to beg me for hel genitalia had been beseiged by insects of a 
variety I had no inclination to study more closely, he, having seen me 
with the magic and heard Kiswahll, had obviously decided 
that I was an could bared, As t W6,S, I was in no 
position to help and somewhat befuddled by his unique situation, All I 
could do was to worm my way out from behind the tr'ee by two 
of the other VSO'S (who lived ot the nearest 
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ones to see and that he could feel free to drop in on them any time he saw 
fit. We pushed off, and thus it was that we came across the poachers in 
the lake. 

The s plan was that we were to be left at the southern end of 
Il long sweeping and that we would walk north following the line of the 
shore until we' cl reached the end of the bay, where we would be met. We'd 
just rounded the northern tip of the bay formed by a headland crowned with 
a large steep hill, when we spotted another boat. Obviously they were 
poachers and so we set off to arrest them. As we drew nearer it became 
clear that heir vessel was there were two men sitting to 
their chests the lake astride stricken and totally useless 

I had 11 cunning trick 0 hide from us -
we coul cl see of t hem. In 

nine previous 
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announced our Ranger, "the bigger ones are in the Island of Crocodiles that 
we passed this morning". Suckers for punishment that we were, we decided 
to have a closer look on our return We carried on, but now 
some of our party were suffering from of the marching the 
heat. It was necessary therefore for three of us to remain behind while 
the others went to bring the boat back. This we did. We all climbed 
aboard and began the return to the headquarters via the other Rangers post. 
The two men from the lake were still in shock, though slightly more lively; 
we didn't have anything to say to them. What could we say? We had just 
arrested them for poaching, after all. 

The day was not over yet. The urlf orseen "et i vi i es of the 
the cigareUe sortie, the rescue, and ret to pick up the ret 
tourists, had sorely depleted our petrol. , we dian't have enough 
to get back. We were faced with poor stay here the night 
(with our insect laden friend), or go on end then row rest of the way. 
We chose the latter. this point, me tell you that I am terrified of 
deep water - but black water inhibited ? Well, as 
it was, "e nm out as we were ci 

rol anyway, "nd as I said, 
put great di 

basking point down their 
momentum into the wat screamed and, an instant, I 
o run, when fortunately I remembered 

of t hem was grea t 

were 

When we got back found 
left us another from the lake, 
fried them up was delicious, 
the Bete I "as enjoying. 

t here had 
ing. We 
not just 

Micha.el Ball 

CHANGES 

The Government has 
General Manager and he Director 
of Operations and the Technical Director of Air 
action followed within a few days 
June of a new Chairman of the Board of 
the Ministry of Communications 

The Government has also 
debt. It i 6 beli eved 
be laid off and pri 
company. 

The Corporat i on has announced 
between 50 ~nd 100% effective August 10, 
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THE 1992-93 BUDGET 

The budget speech of 
National Assembly on June 
exchanged obs wi th 
Professor filalima 

for Finance was delivered in the 
Professor K A Malima who had recently 

as Minister of Planning, Thus, as 
in his speech, a large part of the 

his predecessor, 
stated be to continue the 
institutional financial 

programmes, Inevit 
to survey of 

changes was 
parastatal 

the banking 
of 

the previous 
increase of 4% 

expansion, 
reduction of the 

not only the 
and payments 
of recurrent 

and s, 



materials will not only reduce costs, but also help industries to compete 
effectively in home and overseas markets. Other taxes have been abolished 
either because they are obsolete or because they are at odds with present 
policies. Examples are the 20% levy on the value of air tickets for foreign 
travel and a 1% tax on share capital. 

SOME OTHER HIGHLIGHTS 

- Minimum wage for civil servants raised from Shs 3,500 to Shs 
5,000 (approximately £9 or US $17!) per month; 
- Abolishing excise duty on locally produced sugar, textiles, 
garments and cement; 

Reducing corporate tax for local firms from 45% to 35%. 
foreign firms from 50% to 40%; 
- IncreasIng licence fees for birth, death and marriage 

10% income ax <15% for foreigners) on bank deposit 
interest; 20% (once and for all) ncome tax on dividends; 

number of reasons were in the budget speech for the decision to 
reduce taxes. It been that, in view of the narrow tax base and 
the constant increase in Government services, it had become necessary to 
raise taxes by 6ubstant amounts in order to balance the books. The 
result had been El marked reduction of the take-home income of the workers 
and a decline in revenue collection tax avoidance. The tax burden 
was also affecting industrial ivity. 

The reduction of customs duties and sales taxes and their 
abolition on certain terns has ed the Government to discontInue all 
exempt ions hi t hert 0 enj oyed ral Government, Local Goverment, 
political religious institutions (except for items used in 
worship), Or-gani ions and charit ies. Local NGO's and 
charities however, have to pay tax on materials and commodities 
given them as donations to be passed on as free gifts to the needy and the 
poor. 

The budget incl the customary civil service salary increases 0 

compensate for inflation. It was admitted that salaries were inadequate in 
view of the high cost of living and that efficiency had been impaired by a 
lack working 0016 and While little 

appears to have been to ameliorate 
these underlying problems, it may be assumed reduction in the 
scope of Government services will provide the necesary opportunity. 

The budget is a courageous sequel to previous budgets and, in its fiscal 
daring attempt 0 grapple with deep underlying problems. As a 

of budgetary performance much reliance is eced on expected 
psychological reactions, which mayor may not event e in whole or in 

but the attempt was certainly worth making. Will the new tax 
ructure enhance product on, Increase efficiency, reduce absenteeism and 

raise expect ions as a result of improvement in morale? Will the more 
moderate level of taxes reduce tax avoidance? Will simpl1ficetion of 
Government procedures result in greater efficiency? All of these outcomes 
ere justifiable hopes and will be interesting to read in next 
year's budget speech how far hope has transformed into fact. 

J Roger Carter 
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late Aniceti Kitereza and already published in Swahili end English (the 
latter by the Tanzania Publishing House) has now been published in part 
(the first of two volumes) in German. (The remarkable story of how the book 
came to be written and the large nUJJJber of persons and agencies involved 
was giveJifJ in Bulletin No 14 in 1982 - Editor). 

THE ONES THEY LEFT BEHIND 

In introducing to its readers a new African-Russian Society designed to 
help the children of African fathers and Soviet mothers who are still in 
Russia (the oldest are 26 because the Soviet Union began a large scale 
scholarship progamme in the early 60' s) the BBC lllagazine FOCUS ON AFRICA 
recently featured 13 yeor-old Maria Ferdinadova Balige. Her Tanzanian 
father hed eventually been deported from the Soviet Union to Tanzania for 
having overstayed on a vacation in Sweden. He had spent 
in Leningrad with his Soviet wife and baby, Maria, 
had had to be withdrawn from her gymnastics school 
fellow Russian pupils had begun to hate her when she 
most of the exercises. "They called me names" 
(monkey), black paint, chocolate, black sea., .. ", 

TANZANIA AND SOUTH SOUTH COOPERATION 

Pointing to recent visits to Tanzania by Indonesian President Soeharto 
and Malaystan Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamed, AFRICA ANALYSIS in s June 
12 issue reported on Tanzania' 6 'dynamic policy to reactivate Afra-Asian 
solidarity, .. The new South South focus is expected to result joint 
ventures, , , . already Malaysia is with palm tree project 
and discussions are under way Indonesia on gas 
President was said to be taking keen interest 51so 
conflict ion, Because of its relative political 
geography .. , Mwinyi had been able to sllccessfully mediate between 
and Ruanaa and between Kenya and Uganda and had played 8 pivot role in 
efforts to revive East African economic cooperation, 

NOT GEARED TO TOURISM 

111 travelled around Pemba in the local covered, but open sided i buses!'l 
wrote Frank Nowikowski in a full page article on Zanzibar in the BUENOS 
AIRES HERALD (March 1 1992) "1 asked for directions to a nice sandy 
beach, , . but such a concept did not seem 0 be understood,. In the main 
town Chake Chake there is one small hotel with five rooms, In other 
two settlements on the island there are identical hotels, even down to 
identical wall clocks in identical positions, behind ident cal reception 
desks., ... Pemba 16 not geared to tourism", 

BELIEF SYSTEMS OF THE TANZANIAN PEASANTRY 

of " supplement on Human Development in the June 1992 issue of 
Prof Sulayman Nyang, Director of the African Studies Centre 

of Howard UniverSity, Washington DC, gave his views on what he described 
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maintain themselves. A plan to get the Tanzanians to cover 60% of the 
costs by 1993 has been shelved in favour of 1996 .... the haphazard nature 
of the Irslh Aid Programme and the mistakes made with Mikumi point to a 
major weakness - it is administered by diplomats who are rarely left long 
enough to build up expertise in development issues .... • 

DEBTORS TO THE FORMER SOVIET UNION 

An article in MOSCOW NEWS quoted in the July issue of 'New African' 
described how the Russian Federation, groaning under a huge external debt, 
is demanding payment of some 14 billion convertible roubles (£804 million) 
owed to the former Soviet Union by various African countries. A table 
listing 32 African debtor countries had Tanzania in the sixth position 
(after Angola, Algeria, Zambia, Libya, and Mozambique) with debts of 295 
million roubles for military assistance and 34 million roubles for 
economic assistance. 

THE VICIOUS CIRCLE IN SHINYANGA 

In one of a number articles on the Rio Earth Summit in the May issue of 
AFRICA EVENTS Belinda Coote quoted a Shinyanga social worker as explaining 
the role of cotton in degrading the soil. 'When people first started 
growing cotton it was relatively well paid. They were able to buy cattle 
wi t h t he proceeds but this 1 ed to overgraz ing. Then t hey began to use 
tractors to prepare the land for cotton. This meant that larger areas were 
cleared and trees uprooted. Now there is less rainfall in the area. 
Farmers can no longer grow maize so have switched to sorghum. Becouse 
there is litle wood left for fuel they have to use cow dung and cotton 
stalks which would otherwise be left to fertilise the land. The result Is 
severe solI erosion and declining soil fertility'. Thus, the author wrote, 
Shinyanga's farmers were caught in 6 vicious cirlce. 'Cotton production is 
one of the very few ways they have of earning money, yet by growing it 
they further degrade the area's fragile soils. As a result, yields 
decline ... Shinyanga's cotton industry illustrates the complex link between 
trade, poverty and environmental degradation.' 

THE LAST GREAT UNTESTED NICKEL BELT IN THE WORLD? 

In what was described in the July issue of AFRICAN BUSINESS as a 
milestone in Tanzania' 6 drive to secure foreign investment the magazine 
revealed that the government had signed an agreement with Kegere Mining 
Company, a subsidiary of Sutton Resources of Canandll which would provide 
mining exploration and development options to the company for an area of 
26,400 sq kms in the Kagera Region. The agreement represents" follow-up 
to exploration in '" corner of the region, Kab"nga, where the nickel 
deposit is extimated to contain 40 million tonnes, grading 1. 05% nickel, 
and also cobalt and copper. 

MAANDISHI YA KIAFRIKA (AFRICAN WRITING) 

This is what its inventor, Shiyana Saleh Mandevu, a 58-year old 
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ecological entities whereas the - admittedly smaller - Serengeti National 
Park cannot accurately bost one"" this vast area was named after the 
celebrated Frederick Courtney Selous, a towering figure among early white 
hunters, , ,he was killed by a German sniper near Beho Beho, One afternoon 
we walked the few miles to where he felL Old cartridge cases and other 
rust ed mi 1 it ary paraphernali a st ill 11 t t er t he overgrown trenches, 
Selous's grave, marked by a lllarble plaque set in a simple concrete slab, 
stands nearby, , , , 

LADY CHALKER FIRES BACK 

Chalker of Wallasey, Britain's Minister for Overseas Development, 
robustly in the SPECTATOR (May 9) to an earlier article attacking 
aid which had been ical about the reality of the southern 

The article spoken about Tanzania earning twice as 
much it did through exports and of the lack of 

Tanzanians to grow exportable crops in B hot climate - only 
to be paid 11 fraction of their worth' when you can go to Dar es Salaam, 
sit in an air conditioned office and lay your hands on untold dollars by 
bureaucratic int Lady Chalker wrote to the editor that she really 
could not decide it was his arrogance or ingnorance which appalled 
her the more, She pointed out that the article was out of date and listed 
the numerous changes that had occurred during recnt years in aid policy, 

THE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT KARUME 

In a cover story on Political Assassinations in Africa AFRICA EVENTS 
(August 1992> went into some detail about the assassination (while he was 

dominos) of the late President Karume of Zanzibar on 1 
'By no means' said the article' was the Elssassin, Lt Humud 

HUlllUd, Cl lone player. He had accomplices at the scene who were 
ly either gunned down by the security forces or committed 

sui Humud died on the spot in circumstances that are still 
clear, '" the Govermnent (had) insisted that the assassination was 
a plot to overthrow it, But Humud had had a personal motive"" his 
had been arrested a few months after the Zanzibar Revolution of 1964 Bod, 
while Humud was training later in the Soviet Union he had been told that 
his father had been executed" ,he had vowed revenge', But there had been 
polItical factors also, By 1972 the revolution had degenerated into a 
tragiC farce - gross abuses of human rights, political killings, a curious 
system of people's courts, forced inter-marriages, a declaration by Karume 
that there would be no elections for fifty years"" Karume had become an 
embarrassment to Nyerel-e and <:\ danger to the future of the Union",', The 
blood of Humud and his colleagues had not been shed in vain, the article 
concluded, as it had enabled Nyrerere to subsequent 1 consolidate the 
Union hrough the joining together of the TANU and parties, the 
neutralisation of those who considered themselves to be Karume's 

imate heirs and the subsequent far-reaching constitutional changes 
liberalisation wnich had followed under Zanzibar Presidents Jumbe and 

Mwinyi 
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AND VERY FREE SPEECH IN TANZANIA'S OWN MEDIA 

The DElr e6 Salaam 'FAMILY MIRROR' has continued to illustrate the 
remarkable extent of the freedom of the press now In 
a single issue (May 1992) it headlined: 

On page 'Dodol11a: A 
Govermnent had backi 
Dar es 



THE NEW BUREAUX CHANGE 

Until the middle eighties, importers and others requiring 
foreign exchange had to apply to the Bank of Tanzania and to 
make out a case for an allocation in competition with other 
applicants. In practice this procedure had two main 
disadvantages in conditions of extreme foreign exchange 
shortage delays were inevitable and widespread and foreign 
trade was severely hampered; am:!, cent ralised allocat ion was 
not always found to be an appropriate mechanism for 
adjudicating between rival claims. With minor exceptions, all 
foreign eXChange holdings had to be surrendered to the Central 
Bank, or to the National Bank of Commerce, in exchange for 
local currency. 

In 1985 the central control of foreign eXChange allocation 
was breached by removing the legal bar on the possession of 
foreign exchange in certain circumstances ('own funds scheme') 
and allowing exporters to retain a proportion of their foreign 
exchange earnings (' retention scheme') to meet the cost of 
import ing machinery and raw materials and to import certain 
consumer items within e. specified list deemed to raise public 
morale and offer an incentive for greater production 
(' incentive goods'). The combined effect of these measures was 
to fill the shelves of the shops with goods, albeit generally 
at a higher retail price in shilling terms, and to raise 
spirits and expectations. 

Whi 1 e these measures bypassed the bureac rat i c process for 
the procurement of some of the imports needed to sustain 
industrial production, they were not sufficiently Wide-ranging 
to deal with all urgent requirements of foreign exchange. 
Furthermore, black market dealings, though they provided an 
informal means of access to foreign exchange, were 
nevertheless illegal and were depriving the established 
channels of scarce foreign exchange. 

Ear 1 y in 1992 a new Foreign Exchange Act vest ed 
responsibility for management of the country's for'eign 
exchange in the Bank of Tanzania, including the power to make 

TRADE 

TOURISM AND TRAVEL 

INVESTMENT 

For information on opportunities in Tanzania please contact: 

The Director 
Tap~ania Trade Centre 
80 Borough High Street 

London SE 1 1 LL 

Tel: 071 407 0566 Tll<: 885767 Fax 071 403 2003 
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regulations. It became legal for any person to hold any amount of foreign 
exchange and to buy and sell it in the open market. In March 1992 the 
Foreign Exchange Regulat ions and the Foreign Exchange Bureau de Change 
Regulat ions were publi shed in t he Off i cial Gazet t e. Bureaux de Change were 
set up in Dar es Salaam thus providing a legal basis for most of the 
transactions hitherto performed illegally. The device was not new, having 
been tried in a number of countries including Ghana and Uganda to good 
effect. It was hoped that this mechanism would go far towards undermining 
the black market and would draw into the public domain resources hitherto 
sidetracked into black market obscurity. 

The rate of exchange is determined solely on a market basis at weekly 
auctions. As foreign exchange remains a scarce commodity, it 1s expensive 
and figures in excess of Shs 700 to the £1 have been quoted. Such figures 
reflect not only the scarcity of foreign currencies, but also provide 
holders of foreign currency with El strong motive for selling it to the 
Bureaux. At the same time, the offiCial rate of exchange fixed from time to 
time by the Bank of Tanzania continues to govern applications for normal 
trade purposes through the banking syste~ This rate is in the region of 
5hs 500 to £1, revealing a substantial gap between the two rates. The 
official rate, which, under present policy, is moving slowly upwards in 
accordance with the rate of inflation, will tend towards stability as 
inflation is reduced to a figure comparable with that of Tanzania's main 
trading partners. The Bureau rate, however, will continue to be the value 
at which supply is in equilibrium with demand in the Bureau market and in 
the immediate future is likely to remain well above the official rate. 

It would be a mistake to deSignate either rate as the' right' one as 
they are the result of different mechanisms and serve differing purposes. 
The Bureau rate reflects the extreme scarcity of foreign exchange and 
depends solely on the of supply and demand. Under the present 
poliCY, on the other hand, rate is much nearer to the value at 
loIhich the purchl3sing power of the shilling Is in approximate equilibrium 
with the purchasing power of the dollar. It is the official rate that 
governs most cOlIllllercial transactions, while the Bureau rete provides a 
useful sl3fety valve in cases hat cannot command commercial priority, such 
135 int ernat 10nal t revel cost 6 end overseas purchases for non-colIllllerci al 
purposes. It is, however, the Bureau rate that has less claim to underlying 
validity, as it is inflated by the present scarcity of foreign exchange. 

With the expansion of Tanzanian exports and the progreSSive narrowing of 
the unfavourable balance of overseas payments, the difference between the 
officialand the Bureau rates will diminish. Ultimately, when Tanzania's 
foreign payments account reaches librium, the exchange rate gap will 
disappear and present arrangements the publication of an official rate 
w111 be discontinued. As 6carcity of foreign exchange will no longer 
influence dealings, the market rate, as determined by auction, will fell to 
meet the official rate and thenceforth all dealings, apart from minor 
adjustments to different transaction costs for diffrent sizes of 
transaction, will be based on the interaction of supply and demand. 

J Roger Carter 

(Eight Bureaux de Change now advertise their services in the Oar es Salaam 
press - Editor) 
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THE' BATTLE OF DAR ES SALAAM' (September 11) 

The 'State of Emergency' inllollling army personnel culminating in 
Sunday's 'Air Raid' and the 'Battle of Dar es Salaam' which followed the 
landing of 'enemy troops' along the coast from Msssani Bsy to Sea View 
gave El splendid opportunity for trying out the civilian 'Civil Defence 
Organisation' .... but, while these specialised services were called upon 
to deal with 98 incidents during the day, ranging from the grand coup 
involvlng the destruction of Government House to the scattering of 
fragments of red glass in a road, it was generally agreed that civil 
defence workers had found little to do. 

The Chief Umpire of the exercise commented, however, that the 
efforts made to black out the town were very bad indeed. "This is very 
humiliating" he said. "We must look to our laurels". 

PROTECTION FOR LEOPARDS (December 18) 

An Amending Bill was passed in the Legislative Council giving 
increased protection under the Game Laws. "This is not 
because leopards are or rare" the Acting Administrative 
Secretary said "but because they are the notural enemy of wild pigs and 
baboons which ore responsible for extensive damage to crops". 

GROSS FAVOURITISM TO THE MASAI 

"Is the Governemt aware of the discontent in the count beclluse of 
the favouritism it to the Masan" asked Mr F. J, in 
the slative Council. Chief Secretary replied "No Sir. Nor can 
Government accept that gross favouritism is shown owards the Masei. 

The next question concerned Governmment annual administrative, 
medi cal and vet er i nary expend it ures in Masail and, and, for comperi son, 
those for Kondoa, The answer was £9,300 for Masailand and £4,470 for 
Kondoa for a\ions of 37,600 and 115,000 respectively. 

Do the make full use of the 20,000 odd square miles of lBnd 
occupy?". The Government's reply pOinted out that only 10,000 sq 

WBS and that this was strictly conditioned by water 
ies, made "the fullest economic use of the land which 
stage of of life permits". 

"Csn about ,000 sq miles of ural land within Masl;liland be 
reserved f or set t 1 ement of our ing servi ces personnel "'TIen t he1 r 
job of dest our enemies, who would make slalles of the Masai, is 
completed?" ef Secretary replied "There 1s no prospect of any 
portion of Masalland being set aside for this purpose". 

TA ZA I TO GET US$990 MILLION 

Aid donors and international organisations meeting in 
Paris on June :l9th and 30th 1992 pledged about US$ 990 
n11110n to help finance Tanzania's development programmes 
next year. Almost two thirds of the funds will be provided 
in the form of grants - World Bank News. 
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developmental debate.' 
Professor Omari quotes Cote, who wrote in 1973 that, of the three primary 

functions of a university (teaching, research and training), it is research which is the 
essence of scholarship and a necessary condition for the existence of a university. 
However, since then increaSing stress has been placed on the vocational aspects 
as a fundamental part of university education. Perhaps, therefore, Professor Omari 
might have acknowledged that it is not only in developing countries that 'the 
pressures on universities to redefine themselves so as to be more responsive, 
practical. ... and the locus of change have been particularly severe.' 

Professor Omari charts the course of the 'University as a Workers' 
Institution'. He criticises the lack of consultation with the university when the Party 
introduced changes in 1974. He makes the point that it is easier to innovate in a 
multi-university system. Tanzania - like most of Africa - has lacked the capacity of 
countries in the North. 

The lessons of the Tanzanian experience do not all take the form of 
cautionary tales. There has been a growth of interest in university-sponsored work 
experience. Although Professor Omari finds no evidence that such experience if 
leading to a long delay between secondary and tertiary education, produces 
persons better equipped to play their role in national social and economic 
development, he concludes that the policy debate regarding the relationship 
between work experience and university education should not cease. 

I do not wholly go along with professor Omari in his view that 'university first
degree programmes take the form of liberal education designed to give broad 
analytical skills different from vocation-specific skills' or that' it is a misconception 
to conceive the role and objectives of universities in developing countries primarily 
from the perspective of specific skill training while they have multiple roles and 
functions to deserve the claim'. He suggests that other post-secondary institutions 
whilst being flexible enough to filter a few for university should prepare people for 
specific occupations. He shares with others the view that this would allow 
universities to concentrate on producing high-level personnel with broad, flexible, 
imaginative conceptual frameworks and attitudes consistent with management 
capabilities and tasks that would cut across sectoral confines. However, there are 
countries in Africa where the demand for people with such skills is beginning to be 
satisfied. There are limits to the expansion of the public sector, and some of the 
future emphasis in African universities must be on producing people for self
employment 
For those who wish to follow the debate started by professor Omari a stage further I 
recommend a study of the recent work on cost effectiveness and efficiency of 
universities by the Association of African UniverSities. Next year should see the 
production of a report by the Higher Education Working Group of the Donors to 
African Education that will cover in depth issues raised by Professor Omari as well 
as some of the more recent developments in African higher education than those 
brought out by the Tanzania case study. 

John Theakstone 
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THE CHALLENGE FACED BY THE BUILDING MATERIALS INDUSTRIES IN 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN THE 1990's WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO 
TANZANIA. A. U Kisanga. Habitat International. VoL 14. No.4. (1990). pp 119 - 132. 

This is a technical and academic article. You have to dig for them but the 
author has the right ideas. 

Much of what he says applies also to other industries, but the building 
materials industry is of special interest since we all use its products. 

The reporter's themes are that: 
a) In Tanzania there is excessive dependence on imports, and even 

locally produced building materials have a high import content. 
b) local building materials industries are inefficient and high cost, so 

to low utilisation which makes matters worse; and, 
c) import substitution alone is not the answer. 
Throughout the article the author tends to confuse two separate sectors. 

They both use building materials but there the resemblance ends. One is the 
scale modern construction sector, and the other is the small scale traditional 
domestic sector. 

To use the term "modern" defines the problem. The construction 
truly traditional. Technology and for are now 

centres everywhere are locked into this tc>r'hn",lr'rI\I Who can tell apart a 
In America, Africa or Asia? 

Some of this building upwards is a necessity but some is merely fashion. 
Not all cities have space problems, yet many choose to build for 
reason of "''''''hr,,, 

The other sector is domestic and local - low rise as OPIJm,ed to 
what we describe a 'traditional'. People pay lip service to this but rarely 

The essence of traditional styles the world over is to use local materials. But 
architects trained In do not accept these limitations and involve 
their clients In expensive Imports. And local people, themselves, 
what they see and also use imported 

It was not always so. The author refers to colOnial days and implies that 
Tanzanians were expensive habits. Yet in the 920's the PWD 
Issued a technical gUide which became famous as Field Handbook". 
As late as the 1950's it was issued to all British Colonial Service Cadets, and It 
was recently reprinted the Intermediate Technology Development Group 
It had all the ideas, the use of local materials (because there 
no others) and described how to improve their It even 

Co-operation among Developing 
the United Nations, by quoting from Indian African 

equivalents. 
As the author argues there IS a need for education, and 

and here the government should a lead But It may be that ,.,,,,,!c.rnm 

officials wlil need to be to understand that local is best 
government must show support in its own building work. copy 
see. 
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You might expect a full forestry system to have developed around this tree -
planting, weeding, thinning, pruning and harvesting in rotating compartments - but 
this is not so. It is more like hunting than forestry. The skill lies in finding the best 
trees in their native habitat. Poor specimens are quite common, good ones 
increasingly rare, and the Journey to the sawmills can now be as much as 200 
kilometres to keep up the rate of felling of 600 per week. The best trees are at least 
60 years old and still only as thick as the waste of the woodcutter we saw felling 
one. Being so small a tree, awkwardly shaped, often cracked internally it is not 
surprising that the waste from the sawmills greatly exceeds the product in spite of 
the skill of the operators. "Ninety per cent of the tree" is not good enough for export 

To many in Tanzania the mpingo is known better for the "ebony" carvings 
which are the speciality of the Makonde people. A good tree would provide enough 
wood for a family to work with for six months, and make a living. A particularly 
intricate sculpture, perhaps fetching one hundred dollars in Oar es Salaam, could 
take one man the whole of six months to complete. 

The message of the programme was that 
if nothing is done about its proper 
invest money in the necessary research 

One man, at least, is to 
Tanzanian botanist. He now has 2,000 

of his friends around Oar es 
task ahead. It takes 

and the final that you have been the 
reach commercial dimensions. Sebastian 
natural habitat complete with their usual 
experimental areas would need nrr\t"'l~tlr'" 

into savannah woodland the 
fact it would 

ultimate production of sound timber with less 
selection and control conditions. Perhaps 

and vegetative It costs 
must not lose. 

will soon be unobtainable 
that the should 

John Leonhardt 

FLIGHT TO FREEDOM. A TRUE HIJACKERS' STORY. Yassin Membar. Publisher 
Tanzania Youth Democratic Movement. 6, Maddock Way, London, SE 17. £4.50. 

'A questionable new of book has appeared: 
So an item in the 23 issue of the DAILY 

after the author had been arrested at 
four other young men) an internal 

from his native Tanzania, he had now burst into with an account of 
adventure. And adventure it seems to have been. were armed with two 
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wooden and half a dozen waxed candles wrapped in wire and brown 
paper. the author says: 'It was one of the great ironies of the whole affair that, 
once in control of the plane, our search of passengers turned up a real handgun 
brought on board by one of the passengers for his own protection!" This gun 

went off, accidentally it was claimed, and slightly injured the co-pilot. 
landed at Nairobi, Jeddah, Athens and Rome before the crew were 

arrested and, after much from former Tanzanian Foreign 
Kambona, were sentenced to terms of 

Press, 



sent by God. Fortunately, by a strange coinciden03, the two men met years later in 
the Ngorongoro Crater and the American had modified his views. Perhaps Wilde's 
arguments and sheer warmth had had a part in the conversion. Certainly one 
would have liked to work with a man whose enthusiasm and sense of the ridiculous 
side of life never seemed to flag. 

Peter Barratt 

OTHER PUBLICATIONS 

ISSUES IN AFRICAN RURAL DEVELOPMENT 1991. Editors 
Olson. Winrock International Institute for Agricultural Development 
the 24 articles in this book concern Tanzania and cover such ""'~t;,,::t""''''U 
the economics of tractor use,mobile saw and 

DEVELOPING INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY TO MEET THE HOUSING NEEDS 
THE URBAN POOR. Carole Rakodi. Cities. 1991. 

projects have been 
Bank assistance. 

which the components and institutional 
nrn,'Art" have been sustainable. 

BRITISH OVERSEAS AID. 1991 Review. 
Administration. This illustrated book Includes comparative 
nr,.M"'Or1 to 140 countries in 1991 In Africa, 
million) and Malawi came second (£37 million). 
but it was far the of debt 
African countries. 

RETHINKING THE ARUSHA DECLL\RATION. 
for Research 1991. 
which first presented at a conference in 
but also contains articles 
of these papers in on May 2nd 1992 
her post as Semor Lecturer In the of Oar 

FIFTY YEARS OF AGRICULTURAL TRAINING 
A S Mosha, E D M A K Ibrahim, J R K M 

of ~,,~--.~ 

POST ABOLISHED. laeticia Mukurasi. 5. This IS 
account of the author's two-year protect her 

woman and the only manager to her 
a redundancy exercise at Fibreboards Africa Ltd. She was 

""",,,t::.'o,rI after replaced an expatriate on times her salary. 
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AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT IN SADCC COUNTRIES. A BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
VOl 7. TANZANIA. 1990. C T A NetherlandslSayce Publishing UK. This vast 700-
page book contains 6,159 items, each with a sum mary of the key words. Items vary 
from a Brazilian paper on Tanzanian coffee dated 1927 to a paper on plant 
nematode pests of bananas dated 1986. 

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, OUTPUT AND PRICES IN TANZANIA. 
World Development Vol. 20. No. 2. 1992. This paper examines the 
between in international reserves and in output, prices and monetary 

to 1986. 

TACKLING OBSTACLES TO HEALTH CARE DELIVERY AT 
A M Ahmed, E 

. pp 483-488. 



BIG ATTENDANCE AT LONDON 

INVESTMENT PROMOTION SEMINAR 

A two-page spread in The Guardian called 'Special Report: 
Tanzania', greeted me on Thursday 21st May 1992. A handful of articles and 
several advertisements extolling the virtues of doing business in Tanzania, 
were El real suprlse tome since I had never seen anything similar before; 
Nigeria, Kenya or Uganda perhaps, but never Tanzania. 1 soon realized that 
this was part of Tanzania's investment campaign taking place in London with 
a Confederation of British Industry (CBl)/East African Association Seminar 
arranged for the following day. 

'The Face of Tanzania: Business stimulated a 
huge interest. the Prime Minister Malecela, brought 
four ministers, the Governor of the Bank of Tanzania, George KahamB, 
Director of the Investment Promotion Centre <IPC), us numerous other 
officials. 1 the senior diplomats assembled the Tanzanian 
embassies in Europe. More than double the usual number' of 
CBr were enrolled. The Conference Administrator reported 
phone had never opped rInging enquiries. ~lhen asked to 

ty of this conference, she suggested due to the 
Tanzanians. 

So, the foIl joined the 230 men 
attend the conference re I had discovered 
rate of £30 plus VAT was available for members of the 
Society (BTS) fee of £282 is certainl 
Also present Roger Carter and Trevor 

and 5 women to 
a special entry 
Britain-Tanzania 
beyond means. 

of the day ions, very ably and smoothl 
Tom Brazier, African Association. Sir 
star-ted proceedings h a very informative and welcoming speech. 

format 
chaired by 

Gilmore 
This 

fol owed by at ons by the Tanzanian tea~ 
e clearly, everything is changing. Tanzania keen to 

come business to its shores. Time a.nd again we we,-e of the 
orious scenic beauties of Tanzania from Kilimanjaro to he Indian Ocean, 

historic bar· to the Serenget1. We were also told of the vast 
for agri cult ure, f isheri es, mineral sand ural resources. The 

were old several tImes about the iscal no tax for 
five yeal-s, freedom 0 remit pr of s and dividends, assistance 

lable to establish new work in Tanzani 
During the einoon I attended Workshop on Industry and Agro-

was a question posed which for me illustrates in cameo the 
issues ahead: am in the fisheries business based for many years in 
Mombasa, Kenya. Two years ago, I moved down 0 Tanzania and am now based 
in Dar es aam. I have orders for ten tons of octopus a month but my 
current f shing fleet capacity can deliver only one ton a month, I have 
discovered t fishing vessels in Dar es Salaam that were part of an aid 
package from Italy some years ago. They are operating at one tenth of 
heir capability. I need ships, they need more work; how we create a 

successful nership?!' 
s also Illustrates dramatically, the 

issues which were conspicuously absent from the day's 
istair Boyd from he Commonwealth Development Corporation 
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need to take into account the social and ecological 
economic development, This example leaves me asking many 

consequences 
quest ions; 

of 

-Will Tanzanians benefit from this change of economic policy? 
-Do Tanzanians want all their octopus taken? 
-Do Tanzanians want any of their other natural resources exploited? 
-Does Tanzania have safeguards in place to protect it from over 

development? (which means money and people to monitor activity), 
-Who benefits and who loses out? 

Judith Holland 

POI TS DE BY PARTI CI PANTS: 

- Tanzania produces 1% of he otal world out of coffee, cotton and teB, 
Coffee estates are up for sale, Investment required for cashew nut and 
pyrthrum processing, Sisal is Tanzania's number four foreign exchange 
earner; Tanzania is solicit the sector to enter into 
joint ventures with sisal est 

ill Tanzani 

mission in 
the neighbouring 

cooperative reforms, 
press, human right s, , , . But 

been changes in but 

a 22% share of 
Japan <13,3%) and 

of some £73 million 
Britain's Area Advisory 

has deSignated Tanzania as 
that it will consider an 

ability gives it 
states, t is to be ulated 

t ieal pI uralism, 
compel. i ve world, There 

banks are yet ing 
Tanzani none of" the parstatels 

progress on a double 
of outstand1ng commercial debts 
Permanent Under-Secretary of 5t e at 

or liquidated yet; there is 
agreement there is the problem 
back to 1979 - Si Dav! d Gl1more, 

Foreign and Commonweal h Office, 

Many people neighbouring Tanzania have found he country to be " safe 
haven whenever they felt severely threatened in their own countries.", even 
the wild game the same feelings. It is no wonder hat Tanzania has 25% 
of her erritory reserved for game " .. I is our intention to make 
t Investment Promotion Centre a 'One-Stop-Centre' to speed up the process 
of approving ment projects"" Between 1990 and April 1992 some 35 
pr-oj which wholly owned by Brit sh firms or partnership with 

s have been set " , ,I really hope that you will be 
possibilities Malecela. 

- The factors which were most influential in our deciding to increas our 
were the stabUi ty and remittabili ty of funds but 

some resistance from minor officials to the 
investment approvals and there is continuing 

is responsible for privatisation who 
th - Tom Chairman, Brooke Bond Ltd. 
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'I WAS ASTONISHED' (So was I - Editor) 

In the last number of the Tanzanian Bulletin, I was astonished to see 
on the' 50 Years Ago' page, a parody of the' Ode to Autumn', describing the 
Monsoon Season of the Tanzanian Coast. Yes! I remembered that I had 
written it all those years ago. 

As I read i again, I had a vi vi d pi et ure of a very soli d, doubl e-
storied German Lutheran Mission With the outbreak of war and 
the internment of the Germans, this bui had been taken over by the 
Gover'nment, and used as offices for the administration of Kiserawe 
District. The offices were on the ground floor, and steep wooden steps led 
from the wide verandah to the floor above, and this was our home for two 

We looked out on a level with the tops of many coconut palms, 
in the moonlight, and rustling eerily in the evening breeze, 1111 

water had 0 be fetched by porters from the wells in the valley below, and 
then carried up these et steps. 

The sanitation consist of a large pit latrine, built a 1.ittle way from 
the house. This' convenience' was spacious with El long wooden seat with 
eccomodation for three people simultaneously! 

Of the local people, I remember the queues sit ing on the ground 
outside the office, bringing their shauris ' But I also 
remember, when, once, during the wet season, my husband was confined 
upstairs for th sciatica, the dignified visitors in their 
long robes, ,Iho came 0 see offering compassion and 
concern with great court 

We did not often go to Oar es Salaam, 20 miles away, rol ioning 
being then force; but we frequent ly visi ted the U. M. A. mission at 
Minaki, 2 or 3 miles away, where in school and hospital Canon Gibbons and 
Dr. MBry Gibbon must have had 11 influence for good. 

They are good memories of Cl people - 50 years ago! 

MAGEUZI 

feel sure that some readers of the 
Standard SWElhili-English Dictionary, 8S I 
connection with the first 
headed, 'What is Mageuzi', 
Yoursel diet 

Helen Griffiths. 

Bulletin who possess an Oxford 
do, will have written to you in 

2 of the May Bulletin <No. 42), 
ion you gave from the "Teach 

I agree that t word' fluctuations' hardly fills the bill and I feel 
sure that the Inter-Territorial Language Committee, East African 
Dependencies would also agree on the inadequency of this word. 

In the event of your not having been informed of the Standard Swahili
English Dictionary translation, I quote it as given: 
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'Geuzi' - noun, plural' mageuzi' - usually in the plural, that which 
causes change. alteration, shifting, turn, transformation. 

This to me would appear to be a more suitable translation for what is 
happening in Tanzania today. 

Ronald W. Munns. Adelaide. 

In your May issue you were looking for a suitable English translation 
for' Mageuzi'; but surely it is itself a Swahili translation of the w811-
known English 'U-Turn?' There is no mistaking what means. 

PUBLICATIONS BY POLITICAL PARTIES 

One of the specialist activities 
publications issued by poli ieal 
with some interest the 
Tanzanian fairs where list 

Obtaining documents 
parties often do not have 
exceedingly modest and I am 
collection. 

If any of you readers can 
us know where they could be 

iUan Hall 

in obtaining such 
I would be most grateful. 

Patricia 
Institute 

of London 

let ing 

L1 brarian, 
th Studies 

Square, London WC 1 B 5DS 
DEVALUING SWAHILI 

Like Don Barton (Bulletin No ) I too was intrigued by Dr Thomas saying 
Kiswahili was' still' being devalued the end of British rule. I shall 
.not enter the Welsh part of the debate but agree with all Mr Barton says 
about SwahH i-

I would add one further cO!lll!lent. I found myself on safari from time to 
time with one of the Maryknoll Fathers. His Swahili was 
but he hEld one grea t advan t age over me in t ha t he spoke 
languages (of which there were dozen so in Musoma ct) and he 
told me it was his mission's policy to use the rlbal languages <1n the 
50's) rather han Swahili 85 that gave them immediate access to the woman 
and the home 

THE TANZAM RAILWAY, THE WORLD BANK AND 

pentJ.l t 
represent 
Port), The point 

Paul 

AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT 



in Abidjan and Washington the two banks were sufficiently interested in the 
TANZAM project for the AOB to send the No 2 of the Bank for discussions in 
Nairobi (then headquarters of the railway services in East Africa), Oar es 
Salaam and Zambia. I was asked to accompany him and help him on the 
mission. 

Sir James Farquharson 

PRIVATISATION OF CROP SALES 

The Tanzanian Government bowed on July 16th to pressure from Members of 
Parliament and delayed implementing a decision it had earlier announced to 
privatise the sale of cash crops. "The Government has, with immediate 
effect, suspended the new crop purchasing procedure until next year" Prime 
Minister John Malecela told the National Assembly. 

The dec i si on was a set back to economi c ref orms being pressed by the 
Internationol Monetary Fund <IMF). The Government had originally decided 
also to abolish further interest-free loons for cooperatives to help them 
to buy crops after the State-run Notional Bank of Commerce had accumulated 
US$'5 million in bad debts from cooperatives; the reversal of policy meant 
that this decision was also reversed. 

Mr Malecela explained that the Government' s earlier decision to end a 
monopoly enjoyed by the cooperative movement had been designed to encourage 
competition. But angry legislators said that farmers would turn to 
smuggling if private businesses were allowed to buy crops. "We cannot let 
cooperatives compete with the wolves" said the Member of Parliament for a 
northern wheat growing constituency. 

ELECTRICTY MONOPOLY ENDED 

Tanzanie Electricity Supply Company's (TESCO) 30-year monopoly on the 
production and supply of electricity hes been ended. Minister for Water, 
Energy and Minerals Jakaya Kikwete told Parliament that it would take years 
for the whole country to be energised unless private organisations and 
individuals were free to enter the power market. 

TELEVISION COMING 

The new Minister for Information and Broadcasting, Or Shija has told the 
Notional Assmbly that plans have been finalised for a three-phase programme 
(estimated to cost Shs 13 billion) for the introduction of teleVision. Some 
18 TV stations would need to be built and the Governent had agreed to 
cooperate with local and foreign investors who had shown interest. 

The views expressed by the editor and writers in the Bulletin of Tanzanian 
Affairs are their o;.m and do not necessarily represent the views of the 
Bri tain-Tanzania Society. 

The Bulletin of Tanzanian Affairs is regularly listed in the International 
Curren t Awareness Servi ces. 
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